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Integral field spectroscopy of SN 2002er with PMAS
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Abstract. We present observations of the Type Ia supernova SN 2002er during the brightening phase. The observations were
performed with the Potsdam Multi Aperture Spectrophotometer (PMAS) integral field instrument. Due to the 8′′ × 8′′ field of
view of the spectrograph an accurate background subtraction was possible. Results from analyses of the evolution of absorption
features in comparisons with other SNe show that SN 2002er is a fairly bright Type Ia supernova with a peak brightness of
MB = −19.6± 0.1.
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1. Introduction

Type Ia SNe have been shown not to be the exact standard can-
dles they were taken for 15 years ago (Branch et al. 1988). It is
now known that there are several subtypes having slightly dif-
ferent energetics, peak intensities, light curves, colours, veloci-
ties of the outflow, and synthesized nickel masses. Remarkably,
the SNe in elliptical galaxies are found to have smaller expan-
sion velocities than the SNe in spirals (Hamuy et al. 1996).
This is not due to differences in the circumstellar environ-
ments of the SNe, but appears to be intrinsic for the progeni-
tors (Leibundgut 2000). Correlations between observable prop-
erties have been found, e.g. the light curves of the intrinsically
brighter Type Ia SNe rise and decay more slowly than the faint
ones (Phillips 1993).

SN 2002er (17h11m29.s88 +7◦59′44.′′8, J2000.0 ) in the
galaxy UGC 10743 was discovered on Aug. 23 and reported
in IAUC 7959 (Wood-Vasey et al. 2002). The SN was reported
to be a Type Ia and expected to show optical peak brightness
around Sep. 6 (Smartt et al. 2002). The date of maximum de-
pends on the filter. E.g. Contardo et al. (2000) found that the
V band peak for 22 SN Ia occurred from 1 to 3 days after
the B band peak. Typically, the time from the explosion un-
til the peak in theB band light curve is∼20 days (Kirshner
et al. 1993; Leibundgut 2000). The host galaxy has a red-
shift of cz = 2568± 7 km s−1 (Falco et al. 1999), which
corresponds to a distance of 40 Mpc when assumingH0 =

65 km s−1 Mpc−1. The total reddening towards the SN was
estimated to beEB−V = 0.3 (Smartt et al. 2002) including a
Galactic reddening ofEB−V = 0.16 (Schlegel et al. 1998).
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We observed the supernova with the Potsdam Multi
Aperture Spectrophotometer (PMAS) as a target of opportunity
on 5 nights in the brightening phase, with the last observations
around the time of peak intensity. Here we present an analy-
sis of the evolution of some of the absorption features in the
spectra and compare them to other Type Ia SN.

2. Observations and data reduction

Observing with PMAS at the Calar Alto 3.5-m telescope, we
obtained spectra of the SN during several dates starting on
Aug. 31, 2002 and ending Sep. 7. The PMAS instrument has
two cameras: A cryogenic acquisition and guiding camera
(A&G camera) that can be used for imaging in addition to the
integral field spectrograph (IFS) (Roth et al. 2000).

The A&G camera has a SITe TK1024 chip with 1k×1k pix-
els, and a scale of 0.′′2 per pixel. The A&G camera is equipped
with optical filters allowing guiding and imaging in different
wavelength regions. An A&G image of SN 2002er can be seen
in Fig. 1 with a field of view of 3.′4×3.′4. The images were re-
duced with standard procedures, by subtracting a bias frame
and applying flat field correction.

The PMAS spectrograph is equipped with 256 fibers coup-
led to a 16× 16 lens array. Each fiber has a spatial sam-
pling of 0.′′5× 0 .′′5 on the sky resulting in a field of view of
8′′ × 8′′. The spectrograph has a SITe ST002A 2k× 4k CCD.
The 256 spectra have a FWHM of 4 pixels and are aligned on
the CCD with 12 pixels between adjacent spectra making cross-
contamination negligible.

The observations were performed with the gratings used
for the primary science targets during these nights, i.e. a 600
and a 300 gr/mm grating. The spectral resolution obtained
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Fig. 1. True colour image of the SN 2002er observed with the PMAS
acquisition and guiding camera. The location of the supernova is in-
dicated by the arrow. The field of view is 3.′4× 3.′4 and north is up
and east is left. The central green and blue circle indicates the position
of the integral field unit for spectroscopy. Red, green, and blue corre-
spond to theR,V, andB filters, and the integration times were 60 s,
60 s, and 120 s, respectively.

Table 1.Log of the observations with the spectrograph.

Date UT Exptime Grating Spec. range

(start) (s) (Å)

SN 2002er

Aug. 31. 21:08 1320 U600 3470–5070

600 U600 5140–6650

Sep. 1. 21:38 1920 U600 3470–5070

Sep. 3. 21:04 1500 V300 3925–7260

Sep. 5. 20:00 900 V300 3925–7260

Sep. 7. 20:56 900 V300 3925–7260

UGC 10743

Sep. 3. 20:23 1200 V300 3925–7260

with these gratings is 3 and 6 Å, respectively. Calibration im-
ages were obtained following the science exposures for each
night. The calibrations consist of spectra of emission line lamps
(HgNe), and spectra of a continuum lamp necessary to locate
the 256 individual spectra on the CCD, whose precise posi-
tions are shifting as a function of instrument flexure and grating
angle. Observations of the spectrophotometric standard stars
BD +28◦4211, HD 192281, and BD+25◦3941 were obtained
during the nights, and used for flux calibrations. In addition to
the SN spectra we have obtained spectra of the central region
of the host galaxy. A summary of the observations is given in
Table 1.

Fig. 2. Reduced spectra of the SN 2002er obtained at 5 dates.
The spectra have been corrected for a Galactic extinction of
EB−V = 0.16. We have identified several absorption lines as indicated.
The Si II 6347, 6371 Å is blue shifted by∼12 000 km s−1. As can be
seen, the SN is observed in the brightening phase and our observations
on Sep. 5 and Sep. 7 are the brightest. The spectra obtained with the
U600 grating have been smoothed to give the same spectral resolution
as the V300 grating.

2.1. Reduction of spectra

The data extraction and reduction of the spectra was done with
P3D online1, an IDL based software package created for reduc-
tion of PMAS data (Becker 2001). The raw CCD frames were
bias subtracted, and the extracted spectra are flat-fielded cor-
recting for throughput variations of individual fibers using twi-
light sky exposures. The flux calibration was performed with
standard procedures in IRAF by comparing the extracted spec-
tra of the standard star with table values, and using table values
from Calar Alto in order to correct for the atmospheric extinc-
tion. With exposures of Hg and Ne lamps obtained right after
the science exposures, the spectra were wavelength calibrated.

The reduced spectra were contained in a 16×16×1024 pix-
els data cube (with 2×2 binning). The average background was
estimated from the 60 spectra at the edges of the field of view.
We first took an average of all 256 spectra and subtracted the
average background. This produces a noisy spectrum of the su-
pernova, but no flux is lost due to any chosen aperture. A higher
S/N spectrum of the supernova was obtained by co-adding the
spectra within a radius of 1.′′5 of the center of the SN, and then
scaling to the level of the lowS/N “wide aperture” spectrum.

We did not have reliable spectrophotometric standard star
observations on Aug. 31 and Sep. 1. In order to perform accu-
rate flux calibration we analysed theV band A&G images from
all dates. A model of the host was subtracted from the images
and the uncontaminated flux from the SN was found. With rel-
ative photometry between the SN and field stars we are able
to rescale the flux of the red part of the spectrum on Aug. 31,

1 Further information can be found at the PMAS webpages
http://www.aip.de/groups/opti/pmas/OptI pmas.html
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Table 2. Evolution of the Si II 6355 Å feature with time. TheB and
V band magnitudes are calculated by convolving the spectra with the
transmission of BessellB andV filters, respectively. TheB band mag-
nitude on Aug. 31 is not given since the spectrum at this wavelength
is not properly flux calibrated.

date min.λ W expansion B V
(Å) (Å) (km s−1)

Aug. 31. 6148 110 12 300 – 15.52
Sep. 3. 6159 118 11 800 15.05 14.83
Sep. 5. 6166 122 11 500 14.76 14.61
Sep. 7. 6172 122 11 200 14.82 14.57

similar to the technique described in Barwig et al. (1987). We
did not have appropriate A&G data to re-calibrate the blue part
of the spectra using a similar method. We estimate that the flux-
levels for the blue spectra on Aug. 31 is uncertain by∼20%
estimated from comparison with the flux for the red spectrum.
The flux of the blue spectrum at Sep. 1 should lie between the
Aug. 31 and Sep. 3 spectral flux, so we estimate that this flux is
uncertain by∼15%. The calibrated spectra are shown in Fig. 2.

3. Spectral evolution

We have identified several absorption lines which clearly con-
firm the supernova as a Type Ia. During the observations the su-
pernova increased its brightness, and the spectrum from Sep. 5
is the brightest one in the blue region, while the red end is
brightest at Sep. 7 in accordance with the change of peak in-
tensity with wavelength in Contardo et al. (2000).

Of particular interest is the prominent Si II 6347, 6371 Å
(with agf average of 6355 Å) absorption feature near the max-
imum of a Type Ia SN. The P Cygni profile of this line indi-
cates large expansion velocities, which can be estimated from
position of the blue edge of the absorption profile. As the pho-
tosphere expands, the absorption feature moves towards red-
der wavelengths as can be seen in Table 2. Correcting for the
redshift of the host galaxy, the velocity evolution determined
from the center of the Si II line changes from 12 300 km s−1

on Aug. 31 to 11 200 km s−1 on Sep. 7. Considering the very
large range of expansion velocities of other Type Ia SNe of
10 000–15000 km s−1 near the maximum (Branch et al. 1988),
the expansion velocity of SN 2002er is normal for a bright SN.
The blue shift of the Si II line could, however, also be caused
by increasing metallicities of the progenitor (Lentz et al. 2000).

Different lines do not have identical velocities. We see for
example that the Mg II line has larger velocities than Si II by
roughly 2000 km s−1, which suggests a layered structure of the
explosion products (Patat et al. 1996).

We have estimated theB band magnitude by convolving
the spectra with a transmission curve of the BessellB filter.
The peak intensity in theB band occurred between our last
two spectra, i.e. on Sep. 6, confirming the prediction of Smartt
et al. (2002). At redder wavelengths the peak occurred later, see
Table 2.

The three “notches” at 4550, 4650 and 5150 Å are vis-
ible in several Type Ia SNe spectra (Filippenko 1997). In
Fig. 2 these features become more pronounced with time as

Fig. 3. Reduced spectrum of the central region of UGC 10743. The
spectrum is flat and dominated by emission lines.

transitions in Fe become more important. The two S II lines at
5300 and 5500 Å are almost of equal strength, which indicates
that this SN was a bright event such as SN 1981B, however not
as bright at the very luminous SN 1991T. In the fainter SNe the
red line is much stronger than the blue (Nugent et al. 1995).

The ratio of the Si II absorption at 5972 Å to the 6355 Å
feature increases with decreasing luminosity (Nugent et al.
1995). This ratio givesR(Si II) = 0.21 ± 0.01 for SN 2002er, a
value typical for the most luminous Type Ia events. We do not
see a significant evolution of this ratio with time.

The two narrow absorption features at∼5900 Å have been
identified as interstellar Na 5890 Å in the Milky Way and the
host galaxy respectively.

3.1. UGC 10743: The host galaxy

The very flat spectrum of the host clearly shows Hα, Hβ, [O III]
5007 Å, [S II] 6717, 6731 Å and [N II] 6583 Å emission lines
redshifted by 2560± 20 km s−1, see Fig. 3. These lines and the
[O I] sky emission lines are subtracted from the spectra of the
supernova. We have analysed the surface brightness distribu-
tion of the host on the A&G images, and detected no significant
contribution from a bulge classifying the galaxy as an Sc type.
This is in agreement with a flat spectrum, characteristic for late
type galaxies, supporting that luminous SNe Ia are found in
these galaxies (Hamuy et al. 1996).

4. Discussion and outlook

We estimate the absolute magnitude in theB band MB =

−19.0± 0.1 at the peak of the light curve taking into account
the Galactic extinction ofEB−V= 0.16 and using the Milky Way
extinction curve from Seaton (1979). Including the extinction
in the host the peak is atMB = −19.6±0.1. The average bright-
ness of SNe Ia isMB = −19.3 (Hillebrandt & Niemeyer 2000;
Leibundgut 2001). The dispersion at maximum isσM ∼ 0.3
(Hamuy et al. 1996). Thus SN 2002er was a fairly bright SN.
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Together with the measurements of the outflow velocity, the
absorption line strengths and theR(Si II) ratio suggest that SN
2002er was a typical bright Type Ia SN, similar to other intrin-
sically bright SNe such as SN 1981B. This is also in agreement
with the indication that brighter SNe are preferably found in
late type galaxies, suggesting a range in progenitor properties
(Hamuy et al. 1996). Further modeling is needed to determine
abundances and late time spectra are necessary for calculating
the bolometric luminosity as well as the explosively synthe-
sized Ni mass.

With an integral field spectrograph one can get an accurate
background estimate for later subtraction from the object spec-
trum. Specifically, removal of the contaminating host galaxy
is better performed than with classical slit spectroscopy. The
present observations make SN 2002er the second SN ever ob-
served with an integral field unit. The first was the serendip-
itous discovery of SN 1998cf in NGC 3504 as reported by
Emsellem (1998) and Garnavich (1998).

The standard candle nature of Type Ia SNe has been used
to infer a non-zero cosmological constant (Riess et al. 1998;
Perlmutter et al. 1999). Determining accurate spectrophotomet-
ric evolution of several subtypes of SNe Ia is essential for cal-
culating the absolute peak magnitude, and thereby the distance
to the cosmological SNe. One of the key problems is the cor-
rection of the flux by absorption of dust in the host galaxy.
Detailed observations of nearby SNe with a dedicated inte-
gral field instrument, SNIFS (Aldering et al. 2002), will allow
to disentangle the dust contents in the host from the intrinsic
colour of the SNe, and then calibrate the more distant SNe.
The future SNAP satellite (Deustua et al. 2000), will by means
of detecting distant Type Ia SNe, determine cosmological pa-
rameters with a small uncertainty. Both projects will include
IFSs in order to make use of the possibility for spatially re-
solved and simultaneous spectroscopy of the supernovae and
their environments.

Our observations showed that PMAS is an efficient instru-
ment for doing spectrophotometry of a point source especially
with a high background contamination, and without slit losses.
It was also demonstrated that the A&G camera can be used to
perform differential photometry with field stars to increase the
absolute spectrophotometric calibration under non-photometric
conditions.
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